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Period 6 Powerpoint Slides As power and wealth continued consolidated between some, individual worker and even government agencies began to merge and actively resist the growing influence and control of the rich. Trade unions rose to a rise throughout the Golden Age as a way to combat low wages, precarious working conditions, and long hours. The increase in working
groups, such as the knights of work, worked to protect workers' rights and benefit that was not previously available to them. This often led to strikes by workers as they tried to put economic pressure on monopolies to achieve their objectives. Unfortunately, these strikes often provoked violence as ruthless industrialists, who did not try to reduce profit margins, used strike sters to
attack and intimidate amazing workers. The Haymarket Affair in 1886 in Chicago ended in several deaths as disgruntled strikers clashed with police. Pullman Strike in 1894 pitted laid off rail workers against the Pullman Company, eventually involving more than 250,000 workers and disrupting the country's transportation system. Eugene Debs led the American Railway Union
(ARU) in a strike by the president of Cleveland to finally use federal agencies to break up as the strike disrupted federal services. the social darwinism and the conflict it created in the country was a problem that the and reign. Unfortunately, these strikes often provoked violence as ruthless industrialists, who did not try to reduce profit margins, used strike sters to attack and
intimidate amazing workers. In order to combat the disastrous effects of faith in social darwinism, the federal government began to adopt antitrust legislation. The aim was to break down monopolies and the power of these huge trusts. The Sherman Anti-Trust Act (1890) and the Clayton Anti-Trust Act (1914) were both designed to give the federal government the opportunity to
dismantle monopolies and trusts to ensure a competitive market and protect consumers. Teddy Roosevelt's ascendency to the presidency after the assasination of William McKinley in 1901 ushered in a new era of politics and supervision. Teddy Roosevelt's ascendency to the presidency after the assasination of William McKinley in 1901 ushered in a new era of politics and
supervision. Intent on taking on corruption in an era that Roosevelt targeted political machines and monopolies through the power of government and bully pulpit presidencies. Roosevelt's trustbusting efforts and the growing demand for progressive reforms led to a decline in social Darwinism used as an excuse for corporate greed and economic oppression of the worker.
Content[show] Business practices involving the consolidation of all companies offering a service or product to reduce competition. Accurate DefinitionEdit Horizontal Integration is a business practice that involves consolidating all companies offering a service or product (such as tires) to reduce competition. If Will Stinson Tires buys as many other tire companies as it can pool
resources, it's streamlined with horizontal integration. MeaningEdit Horizontal integration allowed some companies to become the sole supplier of a particular product. This monopolisation allowed them to set a price, no matter how satisfied they were. This, with vertical integration, is a prime example of the kind of aggressive (and undoubtedly ethical) pursuit of efficiency that made
men like Rockefeller so rich. Useful linksEdit #periodoverview #time #testprep⏱ ️ 5 min readIn AP® U.S. history, period 6 spans from 1865 to 1898 CE. This guide will be updated periodically with hyperlinks to excellent resources. As you review the Gilded Age, focus on key concepts and use essential issues to help you. You can request the full Ultimate Guide to AP US History
here. Keep up! Get your Fiveable membership today to become an APUSH wizard. PERIOD 6 DATES KNOWTUDY TIP: You will never be asked to specifically set a date. However, knowing the order of events will help tremendously with cause and effect. For this reason, we have identified the most important dates to know.1876 - Little - Haymarket Square Riot1887 - Dawes
Act1887 - Interstate Commerce1890 - Wounded Knee1890 - Sherman Antitrust Act1894 - Pullman Strike1896 - Cross of Gold runa1896 - Plessy v. FERGUSONPERIOD 6 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONSSTUDY TIP: Use the following important questions to guide the report for this entire entity. Keep in mind they are not meant to practice essay questions. Each question was written to
help you summarize the main concept. How did industrial capitalism affect US business and politics? What were the motives and consequences of 19th-century migration? How were social norms challenged during the Gilded Age? Study Guide: Period 6 ContextualizationPast essay Questions from period 6STUDY TIP: Content from the Gilded Age has appeared in essays twelve
times since 2000. Take a look at these issues before you review the main concepts and vocabulary below to get a sense of how you will be evaluated. Then come back to these later and practice writing as much as you can! * The APUSH exam was substantially revised in 2015, so all questions from the previous one are not representative in the current exam format. You can still
use previous questions to practice, however DBQs will have more than 7 documents, LEQ prompts are formulated differently, and the rubrics are completely different. Use caution with questions from 2002 to 2014. Essays from 1973-1999 available here.2018 - DBQ: US Imperialism2018 - LEQ 2: Civil War Economic Impact2016 - SAQ 3: Industrial Business2015 - SAQ 4:
Industrialization2013 - LEQ 4: Impact of Technology2012 - DBQ: Impact on Big Business2009 - LEQ 4 20 13-4: Labor Unions2008 - LEQ 4: New South2007 - DBQ: Changes in Agriculture2003 - LEQ 4: Regional Impact of the Civil War2001 - LEQ 4: Evolution of Transport2000 - DBQ: Labor UnionSPERIOD 6 KEY CONCEPTS - COURSE OUTLINE * Such outline was adapted
from AP® United States HISTORY course Description published as published in 2017. In 200 that was found here. This outline reflects the latest revisions to the course.6.1. Rise of industrial capitalism  Study Guide – The rise of Industrial CapitalismIndustrialization led to massive economic development. New transport and communication systems opened up new markets.
Technological innovation dramatically increased the production of goods. Wages rose and prices fell, which improved the standard of living. Companies increased profits by consolidating power that focused on wealth. The U.S. expanded the market, gaining influence and control in Asia and Latin America.The South saw New South reforms lead to some industrialization of what
was previously agricultural landFinancial recession sparked new prospects for the economy. Some opposed government intervention to support the laissez-faire policy. The work force has been deployed as a result of migration. Workers formed trade unions and fought leadership for wages and conditions.✊ Study - Labor gilded AgeThe South continued to rely on agricultural
industries. Farmers responded to new production and transport systems. Industrialisation increased production and significantly reduced food prices. Farmers set up local and regional cooperatives. Populism gained momentum to combat economic instability.6.2. MigrationUrban populations increased due to international and internal migration. The city attracted immigrants from
Asia, Southern and Eastern Europe, and African-Americans from the South because they escaped oppression and sought opportunities.⛴ Study Guide – Migration and Immigration and responses to ImmigrationEthnic neighborhoods formed in cities. Immigrants had to assimilate American culture while preserving traditions. Political machines power the city by providing the poor
with social services. The middle class continued to grow as access to education grew, which expanded consumer culture.  Study Guide – the growth of Middle ClassMany people moved west in search of land and opportunities, provoking conflict. Training guides - The economic impact and impact of Western migration on society Intercontinental railways created new communities
and operational centres. Motivated by the ideal of self-sufficiency, migrants moved west to building railways, mining, agriculture and ranching. Increased migration decimated the bison population, which increased competition for land and resources among white settlers, natives, and Mexican-Americans.In's response to migration, the U.S. government violated agreements with
Native Americans and then wedged military forces by limiting natives to reservations. American Indians tried to preserve traditions despite oppression.6.3. Gilded AgeSocial norms challenged new intellectual movements. Theories of social darwinism were used to justify racial hierarchies. Some business leaders supported philanthropy with the gospel of Wealth.Alternative
economic theories spread including utopian, socialist and communist. Social change inspired the debate on the relationship between business and government. Political parties spared more tariffs and currency issues as reformers claimed that greed has spoiled the government. Study Guide – Gilded Age PoliticsWomen fought for greater equality with men through social and
political reforms. Study Guide – Gilded Age ReformRacial segregation was supported in the courts by Plessy v. Ferguson. The rise in violence against black communities sparked a debate about race and reform. LIST OF CONCEPTS AND VOCABULARY FROM 6STUDY TIP: These are the concepts and vocabulary from the 6th period that most often appear in the exam. Create
a quizlet deck to make sure you are familiar with these rules! American Labour Law Federation 1883Seconds Industrial railroads railroads railroads
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